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ELEII{ENTS OF IT,TECHANICAL EF{GINEERING

Max. Marhs : 70Note : Be precise in your answen In case of numericat probtern assume data wherever nat provided.

t. Attempr au of the fouowingn 
"rolfrl'IoN-A 7 x2= 14(a) Explain Condition of equilibrium of coplanar-non conclurent forces.(h) Define the principle of rransmissiUitity.

(c) Explain free body diagram with example.(d) State and explain perpendicular CIris th"or"*.(e) Differentiate between Microscopic and Macroscopic approaches.(0 Define modulus of Elasticity and modulus of rigijity.(g) Define parallelogram law of forces.

2. Attempt any rive of the forrowing rTrTXl-' 5x7=35(a) Two forces P and Q are inclined at an angle of lso, magnit'de of their resultant isl00N' The angle between the resultant ano tf,e rorc p i"+J?.il;; the magnitudeofp and e.
(b) Two smooth spheres each of radius r00 mm and weight 100 N, rest in a horizontarchannel having vertical wars, the distance between which is 360 mm. Find thereactions at the points of contacts A, B, C and D shown in Fig. below

(c)

(d)

(e)
forces shown
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(h)

State the Kelvin Planck and Clausius statements being used for second law of
thermodynamics. Further, define; cop of a refrigerator and cop of a heat pump, and
show that: (COP)n*t pu.p: I + (CoP)n*.igerator .

Explain the working of a2 stnoke S.I Engine with the help of neat sketctr, p-v and T-s
diagram.

The internal energy of a certain substance is expressed by the equation u=3.62pv+86
where u is given in kJ/kg, p is in kpa and v is in m3lkg. A system composed of 5kg of
this substance expands from an initial pressure 550 kPa and a volume of 0.25 m3/kg to
a firyI pressure of 125 kPa , in a process in which pressure and volume are related by
pvr'2=onstant. If the expansion process is quasistatic, determine Q, Change in internal
en€rgy and Work for this process.

3.

4" (a) Differentiate between perfect, imperfect and reduudent truss.
(b) Determine the forces in all the members of the truss shown in fig. below

5. Determitre the MOI aboul centroidal X and Y axis of the l-section as shown in frg. below. All
dimension in mm.


